
2023-24 7th grade supply list

Students shoud turn in to their homeroom

Roll of Paper Towels

Box of Tissues

Blair

Place to store notebook - can be a binder, part of a large binder or a folder

Something to write with.

Starnes - Science

1.5" Binder to keep notes, foldables, and work

Pack of colored pencils

Pencils

Rushing - Math

Pack of pencils that the teacher can keep to give out throughout the year. Student should keep 5 of them.

Pack of paper for students to use and a 2nd pack for the teacher to use to give out throughout the year

Pack of graph paper

Folder/binder for student to keep work - can be shared with another class if that is what works for them.

composition notebook

Ear buds
Optional wish list items: Chess games, a game called Stacks, a math game called Proof, a math game
called Absolute Zero

McNair - ELA

Pack of pencils

Highlighter(s)



3 Section Notebook/3 Individual subjects

Index cards

Independent reading novel (every day)

Earbuds (not wireless)

Pack of sticky notes

2 Packs of College rule paper

Novels to Purchase

The Hunger Games (adv)

The Giver (reg)

McNair - Social Studies

Place to store notebook - can be a binder, part of a large binder or a folder

Pencils

Earbuds (not wireless)

Wright - Science

2 Cow Notebooks, Colored Pencils , Markers, Pencils, (Two packs, one to keep and one for class) Looseleaf
Notebook Paper (two packs, one to keep and one for class) , folders, highlighters, Ink Pens, Sticky Notes, Index
Cards with an "o" ring

WrightWishlist Items:

Dish Soap, Sandwich Bags and Quart size Bags, Plastic Spoons, Popsicle Sticks, Rubber Bands, Rubbing
Alcohol, Glue Sticks

Wright -- Social Studies

2 Cow Notebooks, Colored Pencils , Markers, Pencils, (Two packs, one to keep and one for class) Looseleaf
Notebook Paper (two packs, one to keep and one for class) , folders, highlighters, Ink Pens, Sticky Notes, Index
Cards with an "o" ring

Mounts - Math

3'' binder - Used only for math class for notes and classwork

Composition Notebook - Used for warm ups and to show work

Pack of Pencils - To be shared throughout the year

Fine Tip Dry Erase Markers - To be shared with class



2 Packs of Notebook Paper - One for student to keep. One to be shared with class.

Personal earbuds - Cannot be wireless

Pack of highlighters - To be used when checking homework

Wishlist Items: Electric pencil sharpener, bags of candy (peanut free)

Mounts -- Science

1.5'' Notebook - Used only for science class for notes and classwork

Pack of Pencils - To be shared throughout the year

Pack of Colored Pencils - To be shared with class

Personal earbuds - Cannot be wireless

Summers ELA

2 Composition Nbs

2 folders with pockets and prongs

Pack of highlighters

Pencils

Index cards

independent reading novel

earbuds (not airpods or wireless)

pack of sticky notes

Books to purchase

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins (REG)

The Giver (ADV)


